MEDIA RELEASE

Cyber Capital and Sensus Capital to sign management services
agreement. Katie Richards appointed CEO at Cyber Capital.
Amsterdam (Netherlands) and Zug (Switzerland), March 24, 2021 - Cyber Capital B.V. and Sensus Capital
AG have concluded an agreement which comprises financial consulting and management services. Katie
Richards, Chairman of Sensus Capital, will assume the CEO role at Cyber Capital as of April 1, 2021. The
goal of the collaboration is to combine established crypto investment expertise with traditional
investment business and network.
Crypto investment pioneer Cyber Capital, which was one of the first in the world to launch a
cryptocurrency fund in 2016, is looking back on a very successful 5-year track record. The specialized team
combines outstanding crypto expertise with a thorough fundamental analysis investment strategy and
strives to continuously generate superior returns for a long-term investment horizon.
Sensus Capital, an independent services company based in Zug, Switzerland, will provide consulting and
management services to Cyber Capital. Katie Richards, Chairman of Sensus Capital AG, will assume the
role of CEO of Cyber Capital as of April 1, 2021 bringing over 25 years of international experience in
financial services, corporate and digital environments. She joins from Falcon, the first bank in Switzerland
to pioneer cryptocurrency investments in 2017, where Katie was Head Digital Custody & Trading and Head
Process Management.
Justin Bons, Founder and CIO of Cyber Capital: “We are very pleased to partner with Sensus Capital to
combine our crypto-native capabilities with their financial consulting and management expertise. I am
very glad that Katie will assume the role as CEO of Cyber Capital as she brings a wealth of leadership, risk
management and operational experience from various established global financial institutions and startups as well as comprehensive skills in both traditional and digital assets investment businesses.”
Katie Richards, Chairman of Sensus Capital and CEO of Cyber Capital: “I am delighted to take on this new
exciting role. Sensus Capital specializes in providing tailored consulting and management services with a
broad network and experience in traditional and innovative financial services. Cyber Capital has
developed remarkable crypto investment capabilities and I am proud to be joining to lead such a talented
team to further develop and realize their business growth initiatives.”

Biography Katie Richards, Chairman Sensus Capital AG & CEO Cyber Capital B.V. (effective April 1, 2021)
Katie has over 25 years of international experience in financial services, corporate and digital
environments. Her previous positions include senior management roles at a number of leading
institutions; Salomon Brothers, IBM, Credit Suisse and UBS, and has an established track record in shaping
business strategy, product and service development as well as leading teams and strengthening
stakeholder trust.
She joins us from Falcon Private Bank, the first bank in Switzerland to pioneer investments in
cryptocurrencies in 2017. Katie was Head Digital Custody & Trading and Head Process Management. Her
responsibilities included driving new regulatory compliant business and banking operations for digital
assets and services as well as process management and governance. As a certified professional risk
manager and process management expert, she holds degrees from McGill University (BComm), Cass
Business School (MSc.) and the University of Cambridge (MPhil).

Cyber Capital B.V. is a pioneer in crypto investments as the company was among the first worldwide to
launch a cryptocurrency fund (2016). The team combines an outstanding crypto-native expertise with a
honed investment strategy to create smart investment opportunities in the digital economy. Cyber Capital
holds a successful track-record and strives to generate superior returns with a long-term investment
horizon. The firm is based in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Sensus Capital AG specializes in providing customized consulting and management services in the
financial industry with an in-depth expertise and network in traditional and digital assets investments
space. Sensus Capital is based in Zug, Switzerland, a core hub of the Crypto Valley, the world’s largest
blockchain and distributed ledger ecosystem.
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